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AllDrafts knows contracts

It automatically recognizes 

and formats
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and more.
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AllDrafts does not read your 

mind—it just feels like it.
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Styles are applied automatically, 
but you're still in control.

Calculated fields can use 
Excel-style formulas.

Add instruction blocks
and control visibility:
team, client, counterparty.

Defined Terms are 
highlighted everywhere; 
easy to find, easy to 
change.

Never forget [brackets]—
they are highlighted 
automatically.

Turn any fact into a field 
for easy re-use.

Share and collaborate with team, client, 
or counterparty—and for e-signature!

Need a clause? Search your own 
and public clause databases and 

insert redacted clauses.

Navigate easily!



AllDrafts isn’t for everyone.

AllDrafts knows contracts. It automatically recognizes and 
formats defined terms, headings, subheadings, and more. 
Disclaimer: AllDrafts does not read your mind—it just feels like it.

Just kidding—AI doesn’t know anything; AI can’t think. AllDrafts 
knows that you’re the brains behind this document, and it uses 
AI to reduce your typing, improve searching, and do the 
busy-work.

No more embarrassing errors from copy and paste. AllDrafts 
redacts documents, your clause library, and even pasted text. 
Defined terms (and those that aren’t) are called out, as well as 
every fact that needs review.

AllDrafts is easy for lawyers because it’s designed for just one 
thing: helping you draft contracts. It’s also licensed easily: 
subscribe to create documents. Then freely share documents 
with others for comment, edit, and signature.

AI that knows its place

Built-in error prevention

Automatic formatting

Your work is hard.
Your tools should be easy.

Designed for lawyers
who draft.

One lawyer, one license

No limitations on number of documents or templates

Share with anyone

No account required to view, comment, or sign

Edit a contract in AllDrafts instantly (no sign-in required)

Your data is yours; it’s easy to export clean, styled documents with 

no history or hidden text

Be warned if something is 
defined twice.

Can't remember a definition or cross-reference? 
Click for a preview!


